
 

GUIDELINES TO PARENTS 

 

1. Visit Campus Care regularly. 
 

2. Encourage your ward to take a balanced interest in studies, co-curricular activities and 
sports and provide a supportive value-based environment to him/ her at home. 

 

3. Ensure that he/she comes to school in neat, clean and proper school uniform. 
4. 

 
5. Discourage your ward from taking unsanctioned leave. If taken in emergency, “Leave 

Absence Record” in the diary should be duly filled. 
 

6. Taking leave during working days is strongly discouraged. Parents are responsible to make 
up for the loss of studies in case of leave taken. The school will expect these students 
to be at par with the class in every way and that will have to be ensured by the parents. 

 

7. Monitor the internet and social networking sites being visited by your ward and limit 
television viewing to appropriate programs and duration. 

 
8. Contact the school reception on to leave a message for the teachers in case of emergency. 

 

9. The school does not have transport facilities for the students. It is the parent’s duty to 
arrange for proper and reliable transport for their children if they live away from the school. 
The reliability of the transporter must be thoroughly assessed. The responsibility of the 
school ceases after handing over the student to either parents or person identified by 
parents to bring/ take the child. 

 
10. All parents are requested to provide sufficient tiffin to their children and egg/non veg or junk 

food in the tiffin box is not encouraged. A napkin (not handkerchief) to be brought daily for 
laying the tiffin box on his/ her desk. No PET bottles are allowed to be carried in the hand. 

 
11. Parents are requested to plan their holidays as per the vacation schedule given in the school 

calendar. 
 

12. Criticism of teachers of the school in presence of a child must be scrupulously avoided as it 
causes students to lose respect for their teacher with the consequent failure to learn from 
him/her, thus retarding the child’s progress. 

 
13. Please take out time and attend the PTI as and when it is organized by the school. 


